GOOD PRACTICES SERIES TEMPLATE

[TITLE]
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Good Practice Description
• In a short paragraph to describe this practice as an extension to the traditional SE practice

Problem
• Describe the problem that this practice is addressing in the complex systems space

Context of Practice
• Describe the context for this practice to show why it is an extension to the traditional SE practice

Challenges
• List the challenges faced in the context of the complex systems problem

Heuristics
• List the heuristics that are emerging good practices for extending basic SE practice to address this problem in the complex systems context
• Include good questions that systems leaders need to ask

Implementation Example (optional)
• Provide a concise write-up of the implementation of this practice on an actual systems program (named program or described generically if name of program can not be provided)

Authors/Contact Information
• Author name, affiliation, email
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• Author, title, publication information, date